
     Given the title “the smoothest riding horse in the world”.  The Paso Fino is a very versatile breed typically standing 
between 13.3 and 14.2 hh. They are bred for balance and surefootedness; and are characterized for their naturally 
smooth “Paso” gait as well as long flowing manes and tails. The Paso Fino can be registered in every equine color, 
and despite its short stature, the breed has been selectively bred to carry 25% of their body weight vs the average 20% 
of most other horse breeds. 
     The Paso Fino’s roots date back to the Columbus explorations of the Caribbean. Different horse breeds were brought 
from Spain including the Barb, the Andalusian, and the smooth-gaited (and now extinct) Jennet. It was a combination 
of the mixing of these particular breeds over generations, and selective breeding for different characteristics that 
would lead to the Paso Fino. The Paso spread throughout the Caribbean as working animals. There is an argument 
among breed “purists” as to whether the breed was perfected in Puerto Rico or Columbia, however, many American 
Paso Fino owners can trace their horse’s lineage to the Puerto Rican stallion Dulce Sueno. During WWII American 
soldiers stationed in Puerto Rico became aware of the breed. In the decades to come Pasos would be imported from 
Puerto Rico, Columbia, and other Latin nations. 
     The most defining attribute of the breed is the smooth gait that riders can sit to for hours without fatigue. While 
most    horses have the bumpy two beat diagonal trot gait, the Paso Fino horse has a lateral four beat gait that causes 
very little vertical motion in the horse’s shoulders. This creates a level of comfort that even those who thought they 
could never ride again due to age or health are more than capable of sitting the comfortable beat of the Paso. There are 
three speeds to this gait: the Classic Fino, Paso Corto, and Paso largo. The Classic Fino is a collected gait where the 
horse appears to almost dance in place even though they are stepping quickly. Paso Corto is the most comparable to a 
trot in terms of speed and is popular as a long-distance speed. During the fastest gait, the Paso Largo, a combination 
of speed and longer stride allow for quick ground cover. Paso Fino horses are also able to flat walk and canter. 
The Paso is a high spirited and smart horse, making them great for many disciplines in both English and Western. 
They are particularly popular and well suited for:  competitive trail riding, endurance riding, and pleasure riding. 
Riders also use these horses for working cattle, drill team competitions, mounted shooting, and even in parades! Their 
spirited personalities can make them too forward for less confident or novice riders, but their intelligence generally 
makes them easy to train. 
     Paso Fino horses are considered generally “easy keepers”, a combination of hay and pasture is generally sufficient 
for this breed, but as with all horses, nutrition requirements can vary. Some Pasos may require additional feed, or grass 
management. These horses are also typically a healthy breed, and like other pony breeds, can live a very long time. 
     The Paso Fino is a well-established Latin breed of horse that has gained popularity throughout the world. Their 
forward nature and comfort make these horses particularly popular for competitive trails and endurance and are also 
great for the rider that needs a smooth ride due to age or health. If you are interested in the Paso Fino as an addition 
to your farm, or if you are already experienced with the breed, feel free to contact the 
Shenandoah Valley Equine Rescue Network (SVERN.ORG) 
to inquire about adoptable Paso Fino horses of all ages and ranges of training!
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